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ChLPTE:: I

Safety has long been an importent problem in the living together of
organized society groups, yet at no time in the histcry of the school has
there been Is greater need for an extended effort in the safety progran of
our school shop.
The school shop is the source from which a croup of well defined
safety principles should amerce.

Along with this group of principles

should came a group of boys ene girls who are trained to teke their places
in various industrial groups.
Inauetry is demanding thet sdhools train students in etfety measures
which will be effective, for under the pressure of war, there hes been a
tendency an the part of teachers to neglect many safety rules tnet would
ordinarily be rigidly adherred to under normal canditione.
Due to the expansion in the anop procrem in ref:tent yeare, there have
been sorce3 unsefe conditions created in our echoc1 shops which are not the
fault of tee tete!ters.

The conditions to whieh I an refer:L..- are ever

crowding and tee uee cf buildings unsuited for shops.

It is true thet

school officials might remedy some of these conditions which exist if
thei would anli *ease the need for improvement of the environmental work...
ing conditions.

.7rovements which could be effected by the
Some im.

administrative officials of the school are, illuninatien, heeting,
ventilation, working specs, floor coverings, and, floc.
If we are to attein c relatively high state cf perfection in the shop
safety progran, there must be a amite
everyone ooncerned to eliminet.

cooperetive effort on the part of

any condition which might oeuse tEe work

2

of the stdent to be

sardour.

To eliminate such hazards may take extra

mon,y, hard work by %:_q teacher, and extra effort by tree supervisory and
the adr“rlistratime staff.

However, it will pay dividends in the laug run

Cs safe wc:kin g conditions that will protect the child fram the loco of a
limb or sow other Injury which will leave him handicapped far life.

A

treat industrial arts educator once said, "1 would rather a boy would live
in ignorance tho rest of his life than to see him mimed by something in
the work- shop.
The time has apparently came when the shop instructor wet consciously undertake the formulation of a definite safety program which he
can carry out in his awn shcp', which will function not only within the
school but carry over into the students' lives outside the school.

Purpose of Study
The purpoae cf this study is to locate some of the existir - problems
of safety in the shop and remedy them by furnishing same means that the
teacher may ufie in

rtin

a safety program in the school shop.

Too

many shop teachers have not raLlised the importanae of safety, therefore,
they have not orgtnized their program on a safe basis.

1
Statement made by the late R. 'W. Selvidge.

CE '- Ti?. II
LIALL,ITY FCR ACCIDEr:5

The

hat been a growing tendency tarard "suf:
- ooneciousnes" among

victims of accidents.
teachers are be
1
pupils.

Schoci districts, school boards, end individual

sued with increasing frequency by parents and injured

In oases of & suit against a school district or board, the blame

usually in the final decision rests on the teacher as he is the one hired
by the board to carry out instructions.

To be able to collect for any

damage done it is necessary to prove that inadequate instruction

Was

gisk,n or that the teacher was at fault through soma other neglects such
as leaving the room When sere dangerous operation was in process.
:hers ars many states where suite may be entertained concerning
accidents ocouring in the school shops.

Fever, in most cases lac' of

proof against teaoherd nasulted in a decision in their favor.

Proof of

this is shown In many court records of various states where the school
authorities haze been sued few damages as a result et injuries rectivsd
in
the school

Some gpeolfic cases are giveni

15cIlere Liability for

Pupil Injuries published by the National Education Associttion.
There are a few abstract principles an which negligent behtrior of
the teacher is deterained.2
1.

It is not properly done; appropriate cars is not employed by actor.

1. 0

The circamEtances order which it is done create risks, elthough it

iS cone with due

:

care

and precaution.

1
Saf_f_e_..ts'Eduor.t.1.en in t'-le Schr.r7 he (National Safety Council Inc.,
Chicago, 111., 154TT.
2
Harper, Towler Vincent, A Treatise on The Law of Lane (Indiantpclis,
Ind: Bonbes-Nrrili Co., ISZ8, pp. in-:71-6).

3.

The actor is indulging in acts which involve an unreasonable

risk of direct end immediate harm to others.
4. The actor sets in motion a force, the continuanoe operation of
which may be unreasonably huzardous to other c.
5.

He zreates a aituation which is unreasonably dangerous to others

tseoause of the likelihood of the action of third persons as of inanimate
forces.
6.

He entrusts dangerous detioes or instrumentalities to persons who

are incompetent to use or oars properly for such instruments.
7.

He neglects a duty of oontrol over third persons Who by reason of

some incapecity or abnormality he knows to be likely to inflict intended
harm upon others.

wham

8.

He fails to enpley due oere or

9.

He fails to exercise the proper care in lootinc out for persons

he

reasons to believe may be in the danger tone.
He feils tc

ll•

'x,e adequate warning.

enrrapriate skill to perform acts uneertaken.

he fails to make adequate preparation to avoio harm to oteers be-

fore *entering in carton:: conduct where such preparaticn is reasonetly
neosssery.
12. he fails to inspect and repair all instrumentalities or mechanicel
deTioes used by others.
13. Es conduct prevents a third person from assisting persons
imperiled thrcugh no fau't of the actor.
14. His written or spoken word creetes nerlirent miere:,reeentctions.
klteough few of the ebove t-oes of negligence:: eopeer to be e-..:tside
the scope of the public rceool teachers 1ika.y coneuct, it is ear; to
liar-gine situations arising in the oroinary sonooicey life ',Lich might

involve most of the types of negligenoes as defined.3
0515

C

The outline shows

meny possibilities which the prudent teacher must take into

coneideretiet lo planning end putting into operation & sChool shop safety
progrem•
As a result of the feeling that sehool boards or individual teachers
are lieble for many accidents occurieg While the child is in their oars,
several states have taken out insurence to protect themseivel against damage
suits which sometimes result in e great loss to the school boerd or
individual teacher.
teacher.

There has been many insurances for the individual

Many of these insurance policies have exemption clauses which

really narrow the protection to the point where it is almost nullified by
such exemptions, therefore, any teachers attempting to Protect themselves
by individual liability insurance stould do *ell to seek the advice of the
state insurance commissicelerc.
L. W. Fereaee in s. eurvey race in 1936 based upon reports fron 160
teachers 45 per °eat

were

in favor rf shop liability insurance.

Although

45 per eeat were in favor of ir.suraece carried, by school board only 7, per
4

sent were

s.4

In the same repert there were sixteen sel,00le sued for emcee end in
one instance the school dismantled the power driven machinery leaving the
shop witnout all of its modern devioee.5
In rtucyinL] plans and procedures cf varioer states fcr liability

3
Teachers Lietilite or Pu.il Injuries. (Washington, D. C.: Nationel
Eduoation Assecittion. 1117.
4
IA. W. Horning. "Ar. Atm:cent and Safety Ldeoationai Program for Industrial
Arts Shops of Texee and Other Stetee", unpubliahed kerter'r thee:1r, Colorado
Ftate Ocllege of Agriculture and Mechanics. Fort Collins, Col.,
5

insurance, I have found that it is the general consensus of opinion
of most
persons that are connected with the shop prograr. thet there ahould
be some
liability protection for the board of education and the incivid
ual teacher.
,

Morr..1 liebilitv for s-o

accirerts.- 'tile the preoftediag discussion

bee stressed the legal side or the situation which has develop
ed in connection with accidents in school shops, there is a neeo to
recognise that even
)1*

in the absence of legal neOility the schocl and teacher have
a morel
liability.

It is better that the student receive no shop training if
the

teacher does not assume the proper attitude towart safety.

Other keens of &saucing Liability
Permit, safety-firet cards, proficiency cards, and safety
certif:Oates serve as t protection to both teacher and student.

In many oases

permite fron. perents to school officials, stating thet their
Child r -Ay use
the machines of the arci-., hive been the only protection the
teacher had in
r4

court when sued for damage resulting from an aecicient in the
school shop.
Therefore, it is oonclusive evioecce that permits are very valuabl
e in
4

protecting the school officials.

We must not, however, put all the emphasis

on the value to the school officials since the pupil ean
also be benefiteo
Ereatly by the use of different types of permits.

The permits should be

granted to the pupil after he has proven his proficiency on
the machines
he is to use by passing tests in the operation of the machine
am well as
a knowledge test covering the care, use, and safety preneut
ione to be
observed in the operation of such mechines.
The permit that follows is recomnended

EC

s meant of securing the

parents consent for a pupil to ure the machinery in the
sChool shop.

Pert Tc. Usl WchtnItry

This certifiee tha- I give my permission for
to use the machinery in the Industrial txts Departmen':, cf tIA
Public Schools durint; the school year of 194

to 19.4

and that 1 wili

not hold the Board of Education or anyone oonnected with the school, City
responsible should an accident oocur to

of
the child mentioned above.

Signee:
Father
Mother
Guardian
Date

There are many different types of permits in use.

The one thet follows

is ueed in Seattle, Washington, and points directly to the improvement of
6
safety.
Si.LTTLE PUBLIC SCHoULS
Department of Inaustr:al Arts
&CETI' FIRST
Seattle, Washington

194

wishes to work in the school

Tour son
sncT,.

In this shop are the followinz power driren

15
Department cf Inoustrmai Arts, S*,attie Public SchoLls, Seattle, Wpi..sincton.

6

machinef::

This shop is

charze of

structor and moohanic.

an experienoed in-

Fvery precaut2on is taken to prevent eecidonte.

Your approval and cooperation is sought in order to Impress upon every boy
the importance of being careful.

No boy will be permitted to work on the

madhines without the written consent of his parents ar guardian.

Principal

To the Principal.

Parent cr Gutrtian sign here

An abditional aid is the stfety first pledge signed by the pupil.
The signinz of a strety first pledEe da rot -elle', the teacher ar any
responsibility or reliability but will serve as a reminder to the student
of his obligation in observing all safety measures.

Drago reports that

tne safety first pledge is used in Rock Springs Eigh School.

A col-4 of

this pledge s.:1-lars on the foilowinc page.7

r:•

7
Drab, L. L., "Safety First Cord" Incustrial Arts =In Vocation
Voi. 23, September, 1934, pp. 26S-293.

Lcucation,

SAFETY FMST

Rook Springs High School
I.
Myreif to obey Lis ef the safety rule
s of this shop, end if
I am in doubt about any rules I will cons
ult the inetruct-,,r
or reference list.

Another type of safety pledge is •*her
e the teacher and student gign
a pledge.

This pledge, inoscates cooperation betw
een both pupil

concerning safety.

no teacter

An example appears belcw.8

SAFETY CERTIFICATE
This is to oertify that I have reoeivcc
4:4

cautions in

shop.

tructions in safety

The Lastructor has demomstrat..

ed to me how to safely operate each macn
ine, ano I have demonstrated my
ability to use mathines in a silts mann
er.
safety rules in

I promie-e tu observe ail tbe
Elgh SchoT1

Signed
Data
This is to certify that

the abmys

named student, has been given safety firs
t instrte.tio
tians in the machines and toolr in
He is now eligible to UE8 said Miftealillot
e.
Ci
Date
8
Teehnieal High School, Dallas, Tomas.
44.

are: sefety oemoastra-

A student should never be allows
superrision until he ha.1 oemunstrate

to use a machine without cireot,
hls ability to operate the machine

proficiently without cancer to himself Cr his
fellow workers.

The teacher

should keep an accurate record of the pupills procr
ess on each machine
since it shows the extent of individual stuoent
instruction and serves
az evidence in event of oispute in aooicent
ouses.9

STUDEYT'S PROFICIENCY CARD
'Wood Shop
You are permittee to operate only those machines after
which ymr
name appears.

The teacher will heve you write your name tlere

when you have be

properIy instructed how to operate that machi
ne.

Machine

Student's Name

Teacher's Initial

Buzz sew
••••••••••••••..

Band taw
Jotnter
Planer
Shaper
Jic saw

This care will be kept on file in the shop to
which the student is
assigned.
There Ere many other moans cf keepinz records cf safet
y instructions
Elven in the school shop.

The content of permits and other means used

will vary with needs add rituatione confr
onted.

The for

given abc,ve

will serve as a guide in workin: cut a means
of reducing liability se well
as accidents by some of the ways name,.t.
Milford K. Pumble. RProtectirc Pupils in
cho4.:1 Shope, Unpublished
Doctors dissertation. UnfTerzit.-: of 1.:isr
ouri. Columbia. kissourI.

ChAFTER III
REYOE:ING ACC MEKTS

AA it is ixposeitle to prevent all accidents, there shc..1c be
a
well-defined written procedtr-e to follow in handling accide
nts of the
school, especially is this true of the industrial arte shop.
L standard form for reperting accidents should be adopted
by all
schools within a system.

The forn should contain all the ix_forme_tion

that will be neoeseary in ecaprnring data and compiling facts
ehich can
be used to base any remedial measl.:res necessary in reduci
ng aocidente.
Ahen an ecdIdnt occurs, corrective steps should be taken
to prevent
a recurrence cf a cimilar mishap in the future.

If the program ir to be

el"-fective it must erlorece the experiences of all shops in
the eystem and
alto aupplemen*: the experienoee by e ride survey cf
accident:. occuri-ng
in other pines.
1
A well-planned ecoidelat repm-ting system has four major
ohjecttres.
Accident rtortin- is a preventive device.-

It serves to alert the

reeponsible acents of the *lop program as to the focal
Feints of trouble
and provides clues to the danger points that need correc
tion if similar
accidents are to be avoided in the futtnre.
Aocident reperting

ib

a defensive devices.-

In court eaare which

often arise from accidents or injury in the shop the accide
nt rercrt "my
be very valuanle in determihing the party at ft. All

tria7 mCky

take place several montlls or even veers efter an aoe,ee
nt has oceurre4.
In SIaCi case

witmesses to the acd_cer_t may

avaLlaLie a

1
E. J. Steel-. anti E. E. Siebrecht, hm:caticn For Safe
F. Y.: Prentiee-Fell Inc., 1S44).

LiVim ,-

(Nev

ce.460

12

the memories have feded leaving no definite er:dence that
can bear upon
tho case.

Nothing is quite co helpful to the teacher as a repert of
the

accident compiled, at the time of the injury.
Accident ruortinl lc a protective device.-

If the insure-rale company

with which the teacher or board of education has an accid
ent report upon
which to base a clear ease there will be leers tire
lost and more justice
in determining the fault or liability of accidents.
Accident reortitg ir a ccnetructive device.-

The ocourrence of an

accident in a school will in most instances furnish
an awakening spirit
as to the need of safety education in the shop.

It may cpen poseibiaties

et adjusting the program to meet the shop's need in speci
al problem,.
The primery function cf the accident repert is not to
compile
statistics.' dett, but to help administer more effic
iently through learning
how to avoid future aocidente.
Every toecher should make an aocidetit report for all
injuries reoeived.
Students my seetyt in making these rercrte.

The report should be made out

in triplicate with one eery EcinE to the school offic
e, anoter to the
parente and a third to be filed in the chop.
after the fore which follows

The report may be oetterned

1Z

FEELIk:NARY ACCIDENT REP:T2
To be filled m.o.: immediately after an accident in the school shop.
(Mae 3 ()ivies)
SCFJOL

DATE

1.,

Who was injured?

Name
Addrees

2.

what was the
nature an e;---.tent of injury?
(Describe
fully)

Nature of accident

Ace
Grade Shop
---- Tel4Toma

Nature cf Injury

3. Irtlo geve medical
treatment?

First aid in school
Physician
hospital

by Whom
Address
Address
----

4.

On what day end
Detc
at what tire did
the aocident occtet

FAJL;r

A-P.

5. Where did t. .
-,
socicent occ..:.:-7

Ex' et place in shop wherr adoidert eccrree

6. Who saw the *cotdent or ems near
the injured when
the accident
occurred?

Nare,
?are
Nerd

7.

13.04.6 C.tt

What was the
muse of the
aocident?
(Describe fully)

ice
—Lce
Ate

Addresd
Address
Address

Phone)
Phone
Phone

(M1.614 e

---Unsefo precitcc

I

Unaele condltSons
linsaie equipmelLt

I__

14.

PF-i:LIJLINARY ACCIDENT REPORT (continued)
Other cause s
Contributory causes

6. "chat was the ind student s
statement regardinc the acciaent?

9.

Iths.t ITiti.8 the
mental and physical oon&tic e
the injured prier
to the accidentI

1C. What *an be done
to prevent reourrence of this cr
sir_ilar accident r

11. Whw-! vr: 11 there:.
corrective step;
be taken?

i.encrt

rf-:

ty t

Industri4.1 Arts in 7.7t-0: (•*.lt Lake City* Utah:
1941).

1,eiaart.mteit of Iduetticn,

15

CRAFTER IV
FIRST AID

Industrial arts teachers should have more than a superficial
knowl.
edge of first aid principles and practices.

They are called upon frequently

to administer first aid to the students inside and outsid
e of the shop and
it is to be expected that they will know what the, are doing.l
adequately preperee text books an this phase of teachi
ng.

There are

The American

Red Cross and severai life insurance companies will be able
tc supily
teachers with copies of firet aid manuals.2
In a survey made by Schaude at Colorado State College, ht. :ound
that
only 75 per cent cf the instructors reported an adequate
firrt aid kit in
the shop.3 There should have been a first aid kit in each
shop reported
since the access to a first kid kit belnagizg to some
other departmc_ - t
will not exeuze the shn:p from the responsibility ef
prcvleing r kit.
It will be advisable for the teacher to take scum time in
teschine
the rtudents

rirst aid

if it is not provided

at; it

eourve in the school.

The sefety engineer and sefety inspector ghoulr haTe
some knowledge of
firet aid if they are tc be efficient in carrying out
their Acrk.
There should be one first aid eabinet in every shop
with a minimum
of supplies as listt'd under Supplies Far First
Lic Cabinet.

This cabinet

should be centrally located and under the care
of the safety enrineer,
the safety inepeetcr, and the instructor.
1
A Eenchoc.k. Ft? Teatherr and Arluirirtretcre (Sale LeFe
City, Utah:
Stete Depert=ent of Education, tentative editio
n, 1S41).
2
First Lid (Sfot Francisco, Cl
Metropolitan Life Insurance
3
Ralph E. Shaude, nk Study 7c Letermine A Safety
Program For Industrial
Arts Shope, unputliehed Master's thesio„ Ccicrs
do Stete Collect" ef
Aviculture and
Fcrt

IC

In adcitIon to n first aid cabinet in each shop, there should be a
first cid kit in each individual laboratory containing those iter.r listed
on the First Aid Chart For The School Shop.
It is advisable to pleoe in each shop a chart similar to the one
whie. is shown on page ft/411440n.

Such a chart should be helpful in guiding

the first eider who mey not he sure as to the proced.:re tc follow
in ease
of minor injuries.
When oonsiderin4 first air in the shop the following points should
be
rememberedr
1.

A first aid kit should he plaoed in each laboratory ex- every shop.

2.

Tho firet aid kit should be efficiently stocked et all times and

it is the duty of the instructor to be sure that such is the ease.
3.

There tetould he a set

or

simple directions poeted or in the first

aid kit far administering of first aid.
4.
wounds.
6.

Proper attention shoulc be given even to the amaIlest outs or
Without proper care they are apt to be very serious.
iirst aid, as the nano Implies, is the primery attention given

to a ok;-_, wound or accident.

It is doubted if the teacher shou.l.n continue

to treat a student after the first attention.

Such oases should logically

be treated by the s.,hool nurse or a physician.
To be pre,Jured for an emergency should be the goal of every person
who accepts the responsibility of teacLing Induetrial Arte.
Patt

The Inductrlul

Arts teacher oCrould ffIcl reepoasible for the sefety and welfar
e of
students.4

A. 4. Hornung, ri.nAeciOwnt And Safety Edunstionnl Progran For Industr
ial
Arts Srmpc Of ".exas And Cther Stal;c-s", ur..7ulaishe:
!
- Laster's thesis, Colora3o
State 32.ollege of Agricultare and kee't.Into Art., Fort Coillae, Col.,
1SZS.
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Supplies for First
4

1.

Gau:.71

2.

Tincture of iodine

3.

adhesive tape

4.

Medioaten oatton

5.

Mercurochrome

6.

First-aid Lnetruction Book

7.

Too= plate for swabs

S.

Uncentlne

S.

Scissors

10.

Sme:ling salTs

1). Borlo,acid solution
12.

Spirits of ammona

13.

Disinfectant

14.

Spirit of alcohol

15.

Vaseline

16.

Scare

17.

Cs.rboUo-actl solution

le.

Peroxie

19.

Splints

20.

Spirits of turpentine

21.

Bandaces

22.

Tweeters

!
.3.
24.

Needles
Aspirins
:1,inime%t

26.

Spirits af omm7)hor

Cablnrt

•-•,‘•
!
,
s4.
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FIRST AID CHART Pal THE SCHOOL SHoP5

AD.

ItQtry
Cut

Cnesed_by
Küto, Chisel
Broken Metal

Punotares

Haile, Scribers;
Awls, Wire

Leeeratlene

Sale, Jagge
tools

Burn-

Open Flame,
Hot furnanoce,
Hot vapor,
Hot liquils
Foreign tedies
in tho eye

Treatment
Allow the wouni to blood froely but not exceesively. This oleann
the
wound and washes out some of the germs. Alpe away the blood with e
swab
saturated in rubbing aloohol. Apply a 370 solution of iodine. Apply
a
sterile dreseiag ane beelagaenegly.
The
wounds may be smell but deep. and require thorcugh cle,teeing.
Wash with alcohol and gently work iodine into entire depth of wnund.
A sterile dressing should then be epplimd.
Sufliciont bleediagwill usually 000ur. Deep wounds of this netere may
oeuse arterial bloeeing eaffioiently sovora to requtre a tournieumt
or
sterile oompress. 'Alien bleeding is stopped, treat in the sane manner
RS 01111.5.

Eye troublo

Chafing,
Hitting,
Pinching
Drullee

Bleee,
Falls

Cienn burn'' tree. carefully with rubbing alcohol. Hover use icdleo on
a burn. If there in a Hinter, open it carefully with a sterilizoi
needle. Speond a burn ointment on a sterile gauze and bandage securely
bet loemelx_ever the burn.
—157711uT RUB. Consult a physioian if body is imboddod. Close the eye.
Gently pull the upper itl doen and over the lower lid. Hold until the
flow of tsars wash the objeot to the corner of the eye. If this fails,
grasp the urrer lid lashes between thumb and forefinger, pull downward
and outeard arty from the eyeball. Look up under lid for object and
reeve lath moistened corner of ellen handkorohlef.
Wood and wzer blinters (not burn blisters) may be oaueod by pinohin,
hitting, or chafing. Apply iodine on one edge of blister. Strrilize
needle over an open flame, Puncture the blister at its edge in the
sterilited area. Gently press out blood or water.
Bruises uneally require no treatment. Application of ice or olothee
wrung out of celd eter relieve rain and prevent disooloratien.
What the First Aid Kit :Mould Contain
i bottle 3% iodine
1 roll 1 inch sterile gout°
1 roll t Inch adhesive tape
1 medium site needle
1 bottle rubbing alc:,hol
1 tube bern ointment
1 mnell rnir scissor;
1 pair treaters
4 tringlo bandeees
1 reckage sterile ectton

W. W. 711111., "First Aid Chart for Zehool Shop', Industrial Arta and Vooational Education, Vol. XIVII (1.538)
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CHI.PTI2 V
SASE=

Teachers are tne persons prl

pRaaakm
llv respoasitle Vor shop safety

programs, however, it is essential that they receive the full cooperation
and support cf the supervisory and aftinistrative officials in obtaining
the best possible safety eanditions in the sohoc.1 shop.
If the teachers, supervisors, and administrators could only be made
to realise the great ree onsibilities that are charged to them, our safety
program would gain much in many ways that would bring about a greater decree of perfection.

The following suggested analysis of responsibilities

are given with this in mind.'
A.

The Teaeherls Responsihility:
1.

To maintain safe work'n
his

2.

conditions and safe work practiees in

.cj.

To provide adequate instructions in safety for his students, a=d
to foster student ocopm-ation ia safety procedures cf the shop.

S.

To mal-o recommene&tiona to his isperiore. for improvement cf
safe .y conditions in his

4.

To carry out immediately all recommeneations in rerer:_' to safe
werkinc conditions or safety instructions that

are

reaciced from

his superiors.
6.

To follow all safety rules and practices personally es an example
to the ctudeuts.

6.

To keep up to date an the most modern ac

accepted eafey

practices in the oetstax.tion he teach'.
1
Safety Educatioh In The SeLocl Sher (National Safety Counc.11,
Chicar
.o, Ill.,
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B.

The Supervleorls Responsibility:
1.

To have a program cf safety education for the shop under his
supervision.

2.

Tc doe that teachers cerr:: out their responsibility in regard
to safe working conditions, safe work practices, and safety instructions.

3.

To eneourage the exchange cf good ideas on safety and safety instruction among his shop teachers.

4.

To reoommend and implement the procurement of needed safety
improvements in the shops under his supervision.

5.

To keep in toll& with safety practices in the oecupetions that
are being tau gnt uneer his supervision.

C.

The 46.,.1-.-istratoris Responsibility:
1.

To endorse whole-heartedly a safety program in all edhool shops.

2.

To implement the provision of safe workihg conditions, including
properly safeguarding equipment in all sanool ihcps.

3.

Ti implement the fulfillment of locn1 and state reouirez-ents
&ffecting safety in school shops, and to foster a close relationship between the school mnd the local, state, and national
•

s whidh provide safety serviees to the school.

CHLPTU.
72 VI
SLFETY YROCEDURES USED BY SCH:)::.:, AND
There are severel preeedures that are use
dustry feed the school shop.

anu67EIT-.3

to teech safety in in-

In setting up a safety progrem for the school

shops, it would be well that we investigate sone of
these methods which
have been rather sucoessful in the past in reduc
ing accidents.
these procedures are

*LE

Some of

feiloes:

The use of safety talks.-

The instructor may often use pep -mike as

a method to improve safety in the shop.

If these talks are to be effece

tive, they eeould be given et a time when the stuee
ne will be most
attentive.

In a study made ut Colorado State College, by A. W.
Hornung,

he found that of 160 schools studied; 63 per cent
used safety talks in
their method of instruction.1
Discussion immediately followine, accident.-

it Le beet mhea an

accident occurs to stop all operation and call the
grater) tegether te discuss

tile) 0411F.!8

involved in the accident.

This gives the worker rirst-

hand knowlecge in causes of various accidents an6
their prevention.
Instructor shoule use tact in leading it discu
ssion of this type.

Bo snoeld

be fire in hie correctionc, ret aveid building
a reeentment on the pert of
the injured pupil.

The instructor should be serious in his discu
ssion

always pointing out ways to remedy or preve
nt the recurrence of the same
accident.
Individual demonstration.-

In t'ne demonstration cf en individual

tool cr machine by the instructor, he shoulo
: realize that the one who is

A. W. Ecrnung. "An Lecieent And Safety Eduoatione
l Program For industrial
Arts Shell's of Texas ani Other States", Coloreee
State eollege of Agricultm-ean3 Mechaninel Artr, Fort Ccllins,
Cel.,

to we the tool or raohine

ct

recognize the Lateran that accompany

its opera.
.
therefora, he should place safet:s. in the leudinj, position
.ion;
in ecquainting the woreer with the tool for the first time.
Fos•.ers.-

This method of giving safety instructions or informetion

is through the visual sense.
or bad, right or wrong.

Posters may picture situ.ati one that are Good

Some posters. are of the warning type. in example

of such a poster is offered by the Metropolitan Life insuranos Company in
a poster which portrays s. pair of goggles with the caption, "You Don't Want
To Peddle Lead Pencils on The Street."2

It is the writers belief that such

a poster will help inameneely to reduce accidents.

On the crther hand, there

are sore posters that will, in my opinion, tend to make the student nervous
ti.af possibly increase the likelihood of accidents.

For example, / saw a

totter which portrayed a bloody finger 'chid-. he.ct just been clipped off by
a universal. saw.

To me, this poster was horrifying and I think it would

nave been with hesitancy that I would heve e.pproached this machine to
operate it.
..S1.1
.L
set
.ay_ slioafl_nt.-

This is idmilar to the poFter idea exoerrt no

pictorial repreeentetion is shown.

The slogens may be mimeographed and

plaoed on bulletin boarc!a or on lerEe banner strips switeble for piecing
on the wall.
Motion sictures.-

Motion pictures carrying safety instruction heve

been developed by both fast and slow motion, which portray the complete
production job.

nkt•

The points c

safet:, are interwoven with the picture.

student will as a. rule remember instructions tnrough motion p.ict.lres

better than some cf the other met! n

.

The

Met/ Or.

picture is

Ei E;

Indurtrial Safety. (Metropolitan Life insurance Company, New York, N.Y.,
p. b6).

2Z!

etructionai in pointing out s'4d.11a and techniques cf various operations;
therefore, ma.kini: a perfect correlation between the two.
Bulletin board cizpieyc.Gammon precti et.

rke.st shcpc.

The bulletin board display is a rather
There eery be mu& piotcriel

with rules, regulations end slogans as mentioned above.
be well adapted to the situation and charLeec frequently.

aterlal along

The material should
Bulletin boards

for diepleye will be more effective if they are plaoed in the different shop
laboreteries end if they contain zneterials suitable to each laboretory.
The reward rethod.-

To cultivate safety, schools end industries cften

offer merit badges o- rewards to the workers for freedom from accident ever
a certein period of time.

Fcr exer.p.le, the Honey-Erust Cempeny presents

rit badges to its drivers fez- each accident-free year cf driving.
Safety contests.very effective.

In school e

industry these contferAr e.re c

However, some who have tried this method eey that the

student will often fail to report an accident to keep from dermriting himself cr his group.

The conteet method may be used in such a way that it

will not hamper the reperting of accidents.

One cf these is the contest

by groups for ecoepted safety suggestions which has proved their werth in
many indusial plants.
.Sefety cot=2 t.tees.- It has been found the.t students end workers
respond quicker tc an activity if they are given acre definite reeponeibility.
The safety cce=Lttee should be made
from the student botr at large.

n cf students who have been elected

Thee committeemen whoeld feel free at

4

all timee to offer suggestions to the teacher ocnoernir.g
unsefe prect-i-oe'.

ft' en of

The eommitteer should be eheneed at fairly freeeent in-

terve': so as to give more temIclente e eoence t. pe_rticipete.
,Safety engineere and inerteeters.-

Trwsse persens are closely related

to tt.e se.fety committee and ahoule lead in the work of the comr.:tteemen.
The, class ma:. be diviced ir.to squads witil an inspector over each acysd
and the er.zineer over all the class or classes or the inspector may be
the person in chsrce of certain fields such as visual safety, firct aid,
and mechanical safety.

The safety er.gineers and inspectors shculd keep

in eccetant touch with the supervircr.
The group procedures 'v-Filch have been discussee are not to be considered inciividuall,, as a means of puttinz cn a successful safety ;mous.*
in the shop, but if used in correla.on can be a means for obtaLning a
highly success11:1 progre=•
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CliLen? VII
RULES 1.-1.)

KILL ROOM PRACTICE

Cf c11 tYe aocicents that happen LE the school shop, the ones in the
rill room are usually the most serious.

Since these accidents are usually

most serious in nature, it is the duty cf everyone concerned to do his
utmost to reduce the seriousness of these accidents as bell as reduce the
accidents in eueher.

Since everyone r!To teaches, edministers, and super-

vises in the class room is concerned, the program must be a well defined
setup, having for its objective a safer mill roam procedure in which there
is oocperative planning by everyone concernee.
To set up a safety program that would be considered adeo_uate for the
mill roam, everyone concerned rith the teachinc mutt sensc the need and
pat forth an extended effort to get information upon sirAch to base the
cl;jectives of the program.

To do this, the supervisor

end

teacher rust

knee the machines upon ehich most of the accidents occur per man hours
worked, the time of day at whioh most accidents occur, the immediste causes
or these accideEt4-:, and the nature.
According tc several research studies, rather conclusive evidence
concerning the dancer of oertain machines have been satisfactcrily proven.
However, the proof is not conclusive enough to assert that it woule be
applicable to all situations sinoe many outside circurstances enter into
the problem.

Aroni, some of these fetters may be the conditions under which

the student is working; tne vssletion in retctionc to different teechiLg
procecres; the te::.:.-ermental differences of students, and the dferenee

in plans, proceFur 6, and tPchnicues emplcyed by thp teacher.
The ranking of machines as ci 1S4

according to frequency of accidents
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occurring were ae follows:1
1.

,;(1inter

2.

Ciroultr
WOOCI

/OM

lathe

4.

Grinder

5.

Bend sem

6. Drill press

The hours which seem to be most conducive to accidents are 11:00 L.M.
and Z:00 P.M.
are

This can probably be contributed to the fact that the pupils

more careless at this time, hasty in their work, and inattentive.
Same causes of accidents seemed to be, according to the Philadelphia

Public School Study,2 as followst
1.

improper position of body, hamc:e, etc.

2.

Failuro

3.

Handling material.

4.

Hasty work.

5.

Inattentivenesc.

6.

Wisuae of equipment.

o carry clrt instructIcnes.

7. Ecrseplty.
8.

Carelessness.

9.

Defective equipment.

10.

Inexperience.

11.

Lack or instruction.

1
Wayne r. Ruches, Safety Yrocedures in the School Shop, Doctertg thc4cis,
New York University, New YorIcp 1942.
2
Safety_ Education in Induetriol Schoo1 Shoos, Bulletin No.
Z.7-2. Come:Ives:1th of Penney/ve.nia, Depertment of Educstion, Farritburg. Penn., 1938.
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lu considering the neture of acciden-Ls on vario
us mechines, ins ery to
fingers, henctr,, thumbn, ares, face, ens]

hAf_e see:- tc be most nuei_roun.

The fingers and hands receive mcre than all of the
ethers combined.
In setting up a program of safety for the mill ream,
there are severe'
fectore thet should be considered.

Same of these factors have been pre-

viouely mentioned in a general

but at this tine they become specific

way,

factors in insuring a minimum cf accitente
which might occur in the mill
roam.

The factors which I ere referrin

machinery, proper illumination,

to are;

proper arrangement of

=le proper ventilation. It is the duty

cf the adminietretor to see that these three
things are taken care of when
the building is being cone-eructed and equip
ped.

If this is done, it will

seve thw!e who will be connected with the
shop much time and grief in
mekirr readjustmem:e.
Another important factor to consider in the
mill room is the equipment.

Is it adequately guereed, suitable for the
work that is to be done,

and in accordance with oertein specificetions
laid down by state authorities?

In buying equipment for the mill roam, it
is highly important that

sefety always be placee first.

In buying new mechinery, the purcheser

shoald take into consideration the grade,
efficiency, capacity, and
whether the guards cre designed

so

e pert of the machine to imprcve the

sefety or merely to meet certain safety regul
ations cf state laws pertaining to the guereinc of mechinery.
Most of the machines toe:E.:, are not desig
ned alone with labar-seving
oevioes, but else with the idea of elimi
nating haters's.

Se.st, eeare,

wheels, etalc c.r€r movine perte ere encIoeee
to inseTe safety.

The square

heed cutter on the jointer hex been reple
ced by the cylinder-heue cueter,
thus reducing the degree of oamaz;. e that is
done in case of an acoicent.

2e

ereeeents leer. beee brought about by the conteeuous stuty LIA

:hese
igcri:

of eneleeers in ieeesery, who have gotten much of their infermetion

era= the school shop teecher.
In settiee ep e safety progrem for the mill roan there ere many
an

to

devices used to instill upon the mind of the student the

things ehiCh will be mut helpful in rtdecine eccidents.

Amoree these are

suah things as sefete telke, eocident posters, sleety rules, safety essien&ants, eefety awards, safety slides, nechine safety tett, ene eceety
bulletin board .
It is the belief of the writer ehet eefeey reles presented in the
right menner well play a bigger part in eliminatine accidents then any
ether sieele thing named if they are presented properly and et the right
tine.

It shaule be the policy of the ttecher to follow each rule rigidly

in denenstretene the machines.
observe the reles cf safety.

He should be t daily example in hex to

The teeoner aeouec present the rules of the

machines as neecee rather than make The leernene cf each rule merely a
memorizeee proeess.

If the ruler; are pretented at the time neecec, they

will tend to betome a nebiti end es more r I

F

era presented in this

mazer, a see of well eeeelcped habits became a pert of the students'
everycey mill reom practices.
in the procedure of teeeeieg by rules in the mill rooe, the teacher
ebould prooeee xith each specific operaticn, pointine out some of the
thins that mief- t herpee If ceetein specific, and general rules ere eet
observen.
In eemohetreting cr etressine rules in the operetion cf a particular
meeftine, the instructor neould he eerefel to rresent cely the ccrret
wey of operatine tle mechines, as the first impression is likele to be

the 'acting one.
The folloving are a group of general precautionc of the mill roomg
1.

Avoid limning on a muchine while idle or talking to someone.

2.

Avoid running, wrestling, throwing cf objects, or any other
uneefe practice in shop.

3.

Keep the eyes on the eutting part when the machine is in operation.

4.

ATO:Id rImming used stook through any machine without first having

it checked by the. inetructor for =tile.
5.

Check the machines regularly for any defective part.

6.

Avoid using dull machinery.

7.

Use safety guards.

8.

Avoid talking to anyone while operating a machine.

S.

See that the moving parts of the machine are clear and that all

stock or waate has

an cleared from table and exauiit.

10.

Stand clear of flying parts while operating the machine.

11.

See that machine hes sufficient oil at all tines.

12.

Avoid overloadinc.

13.

Check machines often for any object that might get in the belt

The machine heti a giver. caoacity.

or any other eeming parts.
14.

Switches on aIl machines should be within easy reach of the

operator.
15.

All macKines ihould be equipned with overload reosteta.

16.

Adjustm..ts and repairs abo-ld be made only after etopl:in

tea

Circular
1.

Make ell ad.j..ennents cn tno maohine with
power turned off.

2.

Use the ripping fence with the grain,
and cross cut fence for

across grain cutting.

A combination saw may be used in ripping
r_r cross

cutting if the cut does not exceed
one inch in tLicaest.
3.

Avoid raising the ser more than one-half
inch above wocKl.

4.

A stop block must be used in cutting
off lengths.

Lvcid cutting

off against fen-a.
5.

Ripping without ripping fence and cros
scutting without crosscut

gauge is forbidden.
6.

A push stick is necessary to fded narr
ow stocks between the saw

and the ripping fence.
7. 'When helping to "tail off", neve
r pull an the wood.
it and allow the operator to feed
an

Just support

guide the stock.

8.

Remove scraps from table wf.tri long
stick of wood.

9.

Wien ripping, a spreader should be
attached at the rear cf the

saw to keep the wood from binding
the saw

therefore preventitc; the

wood being kio.red back at the
operator.
10.

The saw gutn:: must remain intact at
all times

.ile using except

en special operations approved
by instructor.
11.

are

Take special precautions against "kic
k becl.:s", awl see thst others
never standing or working dire
ctly in line back of the saw.
12.

Dado heads are dangerous in that a
wider tenrinc surace Is

expoaed.

Extra precautions are necapasary to
prevent the stock fren "riding"
becl: over the fiKW•
1 7.

14.

Inv ar-s

nwChtIss" is danwe-onsan

aust not be used.

Avoid forrf_nc saw or "binding" material.

Joint,
?r
1. The guard must always be in place anc: in functioning condition.
2.

The student should make no adjustments except the dept

cr out

without the immediate supervision of the instructor.
3.

NO.-ten cut for knots and split stock.

4.

Minimun length of stock should be twelve inch!.

5.

Use a pusher on short stocks.

6.

Allow machine to cosi,
'
to its maximum see i before starting out.

7.

Keep fingers as high as possible on thP

ac never drftg the

thumb or any part of hand or clothing at back of material.
8.

Avoid working against the grain or forcing- the cut too herd.

9.

Follow through with stock and allow; guard to come to normal closed

position.
10.

*Kick backs" occr on the .fclnter when infeed is lowe.r ar

cut too

heavy, also when hard knots are struck.
11.

Avoid allowing staak to come in contact with cutter before it is

firmly en the tanle.
12.

Euld stoc).: firmly when jointing at

kn

ang.le, as stock will tend

to slip away from fence carrying the fingers into the cutter head.
13.

When the fence, is moved fren the extreme richt, some guard pro—

tection should be installed to oover exposed blade.
14.

Guard against 'tying arything an tecle that will be pushel into

the machine.
Shaier
1.

Blades should always be sharp.

2.

Avcid overloading machine.

instead of one heavy cut.

Take two lie- t cuts if neceess.ry

Z2

3.
•

Keep the g,iards on When operating.
So

tra.t

Olacer are factened securC:,
.

5.

Insct material for loose knots and splinters.

C.

Avoid getting hands too close to blade

7.

There should be a shoulder or fenoe for the
stock to run against.

E.

Keep the face cut of line of flying splinters.

9.

The machine should be kept properly ciled
.

10.

Run stock slowly when finie-ing across end, espec
ially when wood

subject to "sliverlag."
11.

Always run wood against the turn of the blade
.

Ban.1 Saw
1.

Make all necessary adjustments before start
ing.

2.

Keep the upper gu;.de as close to the stock
Ls convonieht.
Mesa all turns gradually.

A sudden short twist may cause the

sew to break.
4.

Cutting should not be started until the ear
has oo=r_. tc its

maxr:1 speed.

Neither should cuts be m.-de after power has been
shut off.

6.

Backing out frr long distances may pull the blade
off the mheel.

6.

Mhen mall pieces catch in table throat, stop
machine and call

instructor.
7.

R660?11^f

E.

Use sticl: to clear temps f-cr...

P.

Learn to control material with finger tIps.

1.2..

beck of sew to pull material throug

Is dangerous.

No cr.' should stand at rignt slde of band sew.

should brenk, n serous eccident

if the Use*

occur.

11.

Upper wheel tilting device should be adjusted
osly by toecLor.

12.

Tilting the table or other setups Arc done
only upon the pre

mission

teacier.
In backing out of long eutr, it is best to stop the meobize and

use wedge.

Jig Saw
The rules for t'ne

bEIAmwR 11l

also apply to the 3i

saw as both

machines are about the same in their nature of work, the difference being
in the drivinis mechanism.

The blade of the jig haw gets its stroke from

a cam, 'While the band saw is Oriven bye wheel.

Surfacker
1.

Avoid running

Z.

Avoid cuts that are too heavy.

ort stock through the re
About cres..eighth inch should b.

1111.X.111M1 eut on both ends.
3.

P.un stock that is approximatel:y- the same tnicimec s.

4.

Stand 'o one side when stook is going through.
the stock double and get huo,s ac it is leavihe;

me.oh in...
6.

Check macLine to be sure that table is clear of i=.ata or any

other thing that night be kicked out upon starting

chire.

7.

Stand to one tide when starting machine.

8.

See that fast---inning parts of me,chine have plenty of oil.

9.

Edge planing if prohibited where tilting cannot be prevented.

13.

Chec..-.. stock to deter-s.i_ne if the stock is t5 same thicess from

er.d to end.
11.

The machine should be eitecked rerule.rly for any defects.

22.

F.:tock should not be passed back ever ele-feeer.
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Mortiser
1.

Be sure lit ann chisel are properly set and secure in machine

before starting.
2.

Bit an

3.

Featen stock securely before starting out.

4.

Be sure bit and chisel will clear tatie on downward stroke.

5.

See that bit and chisel will clear fence.

6.

Start operation at slow or medium epeed.

7.

See that bit clears chisel about one-sixteenth inch.

6.

Table or stock should not be m/vec while machine is in motion.

9.

rest strok3 of machine by hand before power is turned on.

10.

chisel should be sharp.

Ched: all adjustments anzl attachments preliminary to operation

of machine.

Ft Send.er
1.

Pe sure the belt is clued strtight.

2. kc

sendin

too much in one plaoe.

aw •

Keep mechine well oiled.

4.

Belt anould be within about one inch cf material.

5.

Machine should be adjueted so belt will run straght.

6.

Avoid letting any part of the body come in contact with belt.

7.

Wear goggles.

Grinder
The grinder is a roIstivety safe machine tool to use; however, many
accidentr rerult from the improper use of this machine.

The

ia

reason for these acticients is tale failure to observe t Pe*. very irportant
safety preeautions in re;:r.rd to settinc up and operating the mnoLine.
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The following are a few safet:, measures to observe in operating the
madhins:
1*

Get proper instructions before e.ttempting to use grinder.

2.

Wear your goggles.

3.

Be sure the abrasive wheel is properly- cuarded.

4.

Abrasive wheel should be properly dressed.

5.

Avoid holding small pieoes of metal with fingers while grLnding.

8.

Avoid overloading grinder.

7. Bold the stock firmly.
8.

Be sure the tool rest is properly adjus7,*:!..

9.

Avoid adjustinc rest while grinder is running.

10.

Wheei ehould be Checked regularly for any defects such as:
(a) inproper wheel mounting.
(b) Loose bet.rinze.
(c) Lack of oil.
(d) Defects in stone.

11.

Sce 00:1fies of emery wheel ruptures are:1
(a) Overspeediag.
(b) Side flanres unequal in diameter.
(c) Side flanges too small.
(6) Unrelieved side flangec.
(e) Unbaianoed whecl.

4

(f) Side blow: prodced by heal"' object.
(c) Excessive vibration.

17---Burgett, "Emery kneel 6.afety., Incl.:atrial Arta And VGcu.ticlir.i.
Ycl. ILV, Octc'etr.

CHAPTER VIII
TEE BENCH 80.7.1

The bench roo= has been coneidert.d by most teachere as the laboratory
of the Industrial arts .hop having the most accidents.

:his is ltrgely due

to more students using the bench room than any other intividuel laboratory
an

also to the fact that the students

kES

a Whole are less accustomed to

the use of tools, therefore, mair g the likelihooO of injury greater to
this group.

Along with the realization that accidents are greater in this

laboratory also comes another realization that these accidents, as a whole,
are not nearly as serious In nature

RE

those happening in other laboratories.

Many of these accidents could be redline:5 in aeriouaness if the student
would immodiate:y report any injury to the safety engineer or instructor,
so thet first aid ',;reatment could be given; the

reducing the ah*noes

of any complications that might occur if the injury is unattended.
The laxity of the safety program In the bench room can be attributed
mainly to the attitude of both the teacher and pupil conoerninc the seriousness and need c" c?.'ention cf amoidente oocuring here.

The teacher often

minimizes the sericusness of marv eccidents thur loading the student to do
the sane thins and, therefore, magnifyins the chaneen of more and greater
accidents.
. Should be given ffret place in importance in the bench room as
!
Safetwell as all the other shop laborttories.

If safety is to be plucked first

in Importance, the teacher must consider it his duty to have as his first
objective the improvement cr safety in the bench roc=.
To curry out a safety pro;ran that will be efficient in its outcoos,
tny teacher must follow some plan of tesohin.6 safety to the stk:dents.
is usually considered

in toech.irg safety in the bench roc, to

It
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present rules and regulations
&lung with regular teaching, as
this correlates safet:- with the every
dey practices of the student wor
k.
To be able to stress the proper
rules it is necessary for the
teacher
to have an :lose 'Lc to *het som
e of the accicents are that occ
ur in the
bench roc.a. end
tools contribute to these acc
idents. It has been found
that outs, bruises, punctures,
from splinters, nails, and too
ls, are the
most common injurIss; while the
tooie that contribute most af
the injuries
1
are as followst
Chisel

6.

Draw Knives

2.

Saws

7.

Screpers

3.

Knives

8.

Mitre saw

4.

PIALMA6

9.

Screw driver

5.

Hammers

1U.

Wrecking bur

This rating of tool, doesnit nec
essarily mean that the chisel
is mere
dangerous for the report was
according to the number of accide
nts. Some
of the tools are used much mor
e than others; tierefore, making
the
probability ar injury while uti
ng this tool more prevalent tha
n with some
tool that is seldom used. The
toucher should keep this in mind
in presenting the following group of rul
es relating tc the bench room.
General Safety RecemmenOeticns
1.

L11 tocis tr.oulr' be kept in
good working cont:ItIon.

Z.

Care siculd be taken in handli
ng materiels In order that any
worker near you may nct be
endangered.
3.

'oclis)-.nes

c

creeplay" in the bench room shou
ld be elnatee.

1
waymom Y. Judy. 'Accidents And Sefety
Educeticz," industrial isto and
VocatIonal EducetIch, Vcl. XXI
I, September, :S3Z.

4.

iihavings and waste materiel shoule be removed frml the
bench room

at the end of each day or oftener if they beccme exoesc
ive.
5.

Never lean or pile tools or materials against anything.

6.

When cutting with sharr tools such as knives and chisel,
care

shculd be taken to cut away from hands or body.
7.

No hand tools should be permitted to lie on flocr, ground
or plet-

form when rcr". in
6.

USE;

for any length of time.

Ali objects with sharp edges or pcints such es broken gless
and

beat nails should be thrown into container used for this ptc-poe
e.
9.

There selculd be a sufficient amount cf non-glaring light in
all

werking areas cf the bench room.
10.

Lvoid leeving tools, especially sharp edged toole, on the
edge

of table where they may fall or be knocked eff caesieg
injury to feet cr
legs and damege to tool.
11.

Care should be exercised in removinz dust Lad shavings frcm tables

anc: benches.

The student throuch eerelessneee often may brush or tIcw

smell perticlec cf dust or ahavings in acme one'
a. Matches eleuid not be carritc in the shop.
haevy wore should be evoidec In the t.eLc;:._ roc=.

taste makes

werte

as well as ceaaieg many accidemte.
14.

The bench room should not be used as a peso way to another class

TOM.

l6.

Piling steel: on the floor should be avoided.

l. lbere open reeks are ueed to store lumber in the bench
rocn, care
tl.ould be taken nct to pile meterie.Le hapheterdly at sliin
eown of lumber is cften tho result from thic.

or tumlling

4ci

hummere and Wallets
1.

Use the hmemer inteuded for job.

2.

When driviee nails with hammer, the neil should be set with

light blew and then the hand teken swee befcre striking again.

This

will save finger mils.
evoi

rtnr hemmer in such a way that it produoes a glencing blow.

4.

The heed teceld be faetened securely on hanele.

5.

Hammers should net be used that have broken or taped hendles.

6. Avoid using cheep hemmers such as those made from cast iron.
7.

The bell reseed heemer should be used exclusively in the school

shop.
8.

An assortment of hammer sizes for different typos of work is the

beet protection against henmer injuries.
S.
10.

Materiel free which mallets are made should be carefully se3ected.
The shape cf the pellet head is likewise importent.

U. Mallets are made of three different types of eater-leis namely*
wood, oorposition.

rubber.

Care ehauld be exercleed in selectine the

proper type for the eerious shop uses.

Saws
I.

Saws shoule he kept sharp end well set at all times.

2.

Keep handlsr cf all *two tight.

3.

Start the sew cn en even fcrwerd stroke as fiegers ar hand ere

injured by earelessnees in rte.:tine out.
4. Po net get the fees too close to work when using ace-Leg so< Ls
blade may snap causing injure. to face or eves.
C.

In holding materiale the hare should not be in the path of the see.
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to

Aal sews should be put in the rEck Et bEci- of the bench 'Len net

i. use.
7.

Whe:2 the thu.ol:, 1- 5 usee ec a &Ida in starting the sew cut, the

nail shc...ld be against the saw just above the teeth.
8. The stroke of the sew should be smooth and uniform.
9.

The work should be held in such s manner es to avoid the

likelihood of the saw teeth coming in contact with metal.
10.

In usizg the web and coping sew, the blade should not be placed

under too great a tension.

Wood Chisel
1.

Always

2.

Keep the chisel sharp.

3.

Match for mushroar bendles.

4.

Push the chisel from you when possible.

5.

Use the mu:jet for driving chisel.

6.

See thut henc:es Ere tight.

US6

the chisel for the lcb it is intended.

7. Always he hand or fingerc behind cutting edge of chisel.
8.

Keep chisel off floor.

9.

When laying chisel on bench, tie cutting edge should be ewe:- from

worker.
10.

Chisel should be returned to proper place Efter using.

11.

In storing chisels in cabinet cr tool roan, nwer place Where

they will fall on anyone.
12.

Control t:.t. Chiral by using both handn when paring.

1C.

La handing a chisel to a feller: worker, it should be heLtled

handle firtt.
24.

Chisels should not be carried in pockets.
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Other Tocls
1. Screw drivers ehould be properly ground.
2. Pick up hand clamps by handle as pinched fingers are oftime the
result of picking clamp up by L7raspin,; the screws inside the jaws.
S.

All tools having sharp edges or points should be hung so that

they will not be easily dislodged and thus cause in:,uries to work

or

damage to tool.
4.

Tools should net be hung over the check-out window.

5.

He.ndle all edged or sharp pointed tools handle firet.

6.

hatchets heads should be kept tight on handle.

T.

Care should be taken in handling nails and screws as there are

sometimes slivers on then especially in the slot of screw heads.
6.

•
i

Care should be exercised in adjusting or handling plane bite-
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CELPTER IX
METAL SECP

In attempting to Give a few rules for the metal shop, I hive tried to
keep in mind the machirIes and operations which contribute to most of the
accidents cf the metal chop.

Information for soh conclusion was obtained

fram a survey made by Paul L. Creasman and reported in a bulletin publiah
ed by Penneylvania Impartment of Education.1
It was shown in this report thet more accidents were reported in this
group thait any other set )p discussed by the writer except the wood working
shop.

This is larGely due to three facte:

There were more tools and

operations included under the Group; there was 15_ioly to be more in such
ahc-is where the survey was merle which was Pennsylvania, and there were
tore shops in this group reported due to the vocationnl interest of t's
area in which the survey was made.
I have combined a number cf shops Into the metal shop which includes
sheet metal., force en, machine shop.

number cf eccidents in esch of

these shops was as follows!
Machine si.op
Sheet metal shop
Force shop
Total

126
28
4

ala

The Individual tools ShiCh contributed to the most accidents IL each
shop were as follows*
Shop

MeohLne

Madeline chop
Sheet JPT,.ii-1 01:
Sheet nets.' ac-i:

Lathes

Number of Aroidents
44

Vte.1

c

Rammer

5

Safety Education in IncuetrIeI Schoc] She's. (Earrisburc, Penn., Depart,
ment of Publio lostruction, Bulletin

4-3

Forge shop

Emery wheel,
forge and hammer

1 eech

The greet number of accidents cn the lathe can be attributed to the
fact thet there are emre lathes in the machine shop then any other nechine
exoept the grinder.
With the far facts given, the teecher shculd keep in mint certain
accidents which are likely to heppeL.

If this is done an

a group of well

defined ru .,.es followed, meny accidents may be avoided.
The following are a group of rules suggested :
1 y the writer:

General Safety Instruction for Mete/ Shop
1.

Ec loose cicthing should be warn in shop.

2.

See thet sleeves are rolled up.

3.

See that aprons are worn, Whenever possible.

4.

See thet tools are kept off floor.

5.

'reveut "horse play" in thop.

6.

See ti-et no hct pieoes of metal are le"t lying &round.

7.

See te..7. oil is wiped cff floor.

8.

Wtrn tr)el boy egainst giving out any defective tools.

S.

See that goggles are ueed an grirder as any ether machine 'here

there be danger from grit or
10.

When tir hose

is

etel.

used to clean machine, care should be exercised

so that no shavings or tirt will be blown in ease ether workers: eyes'.
11.

Alwcys use a belt stick when mounting belts.

12.

Guerde ehould net be remeve

23.

Machines she.ild never be cleaned or oiled while running.

14.

All guerds must be in ;lace when the nechine in used.

from mechinery.

guerds anly upon O.K. from instructor.

Fencee
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15.

Permission to start machine should be otteined from instructor.

Engine Lathe
1.

Test all feeds before turning on power.

2.

Neither tie, lathe or the counter shaft should be cued while the

machine is in motion.
3.

In epindle

turning, take cere that thc tati st.:,- c1: is fim:y

clamped before starting.
4.

For slender pieces, especially braes, set the cutting tool an

center and never above.
5.

Be sure to stop lathe before taking work fron center or chuck.

6.

Never touch a moving part.

7.

Never throw in back gear 'while machine is in mction.

8.

When polishing or filing look out for the

the doge or any

pro.fvecting part of machine or work.
S.

Be sure carriage loci: is rlf,t set when throwing in traverse feed.

10.

When chucking work never 1etve the wrench in the eociret.

11.

Heavy pieoes should be properly bnlancee.

12.

When work is finishee, throw cut all fee de and do not leeve tell

stock offset or taper ettachment in place.
l.

Arcic making cuts that are toe heecy.

14.

Tian pride in keeping your lathe clean.

Safety Inetruetionc for Snaper aLk: Flamer
1.

Be sure that work is securely in machine.

2.

Silo'p machine before meaturing fob.

5.

E'er hands or brurh awey Prom

4.

Take smell and regular cuts..

WCT-irC

tool.
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5.

Never attempt to adjust or tighten the tool vLile muc%in,i: is in

Ecticn.
6.

Never shift dogs during stroke.

7. Always feed on return str6-o.
8.

Keep your head out of line of shaper ram.

9.

After changing length or position of stroke, be sure to tighten

the ra=.
10.
11.

1s

somet7.--ag is wrong, do not shut off power during stroke.

Under no circumstances pleas yourself where you could be caught

between the cross rail, the ram, the housing, end the work.
12.

Be sure the tool and the head clears the housing and work.

13.

Before leavinz maohine throw out all feeds and lock shaper

Safety Instructions for Milling kachimea
1.

Stop maahlhe before measuring work.

2.

Stop cutter from rotating before removing the chips with a brush.

3.

Be careful in handling cutters.

4.

Fasten work secure1:7- in machine.

S.

Stop machine before throwing in back gear.

6.

Never leave a machine witnout releasing all automatic feeds.

7.

Never remove or tighten arbor nut by rower of machine.

6.

Never run a cutter at tc:o '!1h a speed.

9.

Never reach a cross art,!:r tn regultte flor of cutting compound.

Safety Instructioza for Drill Press
1. Loose clothing should not be mark while operating drill press.
2.

Remove chuck key before starting machine.
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3.

Eeep fingers away from chips and moving parts.

4.

Clan.n work securely before drilling.

5.

Sma:1 pieces should be held with clamp or monkey
wrench.

6.

Avoid forcing drill.

7.

Oil should be used on most metals when being
drilled.

8.

1 66p fingers clear of abrasive wheels.
(

9.

Feed slowly and oontinuously.

10.

Never raise or lower table When mac:mins: is in motion
.

11.

Never throw in automatic feed until drill is starte
d in hole.

12.

Never thro-, in back cet:r when power is on.

13.

Never attempt to stop a revolving pieoe cf work
in which the

drill is caught.
14.

Shut off the power.

Avoid bindinz bit.
Bench Safety2

1.

Use files with handles. '

2.

Be

3.

Use co-r-les when Chipping.

4.

Avoid chippinz toward another worker or self.

5.

Cold &iisels with mushroom heady should not be used.

6.

YuCh spare should be exercised in grinting bits as many
burns and

cars:u1 of wrench slippiLg.

abrsolons are reo;., ved in doing this job.
r.

Much ce-re s?:ould be taken in using file on hot mftels
.

C.

Filing hot metals snoA.,7'1 be avoided If possible.

It is neessary

scmetimtr in tennering by colur rwthod or testin
c hardnesr cf
2
INichLrd Pfister, "Snfety Rules for Machine Shop", Indurt
rial Arts and
Vocatidnnl r,ducetion Vc:. XIII, Decemer, 19L3, F.
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S.

Us,
" good grade of tools in bench work.

Cheap tools often breLk

causing injury.

Heat Treatment Safe%,3
1.

Be careful of flare becks.

2.

Furnace sKould not be allowed to reach an excessive
temperature.

3.

Use care in quenching work, especially where cil is
used in

tempering.
4.

Water should not come in contact with hot oil, babbl
e, lead, or

oynide of potassium.

(Cynine of potassium is a deadly poison).

5.

Never e21:11- cil bath to catch fire through press
ure heat.

6.

Know how to combat oil fire.

7.

Keep away from hot iron, lead or cynide.

8.

Select proper tongs to hold work.

9.

Hot irons should nr)t be held with waste.

13. !Near Asbestos gloves when possible.
11.

*.en usinr cyanide in case hardeniaz, do not breat
h the fumes.

They are highly poisoao.
12.

Use goggles in heavy forging.

1 3.

Work should not 'oe offered for inspection until thoro
ughly cooled.

14.

Beep anvil face free of seals.

15.

Avoid staacing in line with the swing of aryomes
harmer.

1C.

Mien using sand to bend tubing, be sure it is absol
utely ery.

17.

Bercre putting work in forge or taking it cut, be
sure to shut

off blast.

3
Rie.ard Pfister, "Safety Rules for achine Shop"
. 1:aCustria1 Arts and
Vocational Education, Vol. XIII. Deoember, lZ3,
p.-7=-7
7rFst
r.uies)

II

18.

Hot metal should not be left lying on floor.

19.

Very serloun accidents have resulted fro= air hose.

Never Touch

anycus with the nozzle.
23.

Never atta7:17t to test for leaking gas with a flame.

21. Never ley do vua a burning gee brazing torch.
22.

No tanks that have contained gasoline or other explosive liquids

are to be seleered, brazed or welded by pupil.

Safety Instruction for Sheet Metal4
Stakeet

B.

C.

1.

Carefulness in handling most important.

2.

Watch out for sharp pointed ends.

3.

Keep clean - and in a definite place.

Solders
1.

Be esseful - it may be hot.

2.

Wetoh for jagged, pointed en.5s.

Soldering Flux (Nokorod-ecid) (MUriatic):
1.

Keep away from all other ehemitals.

In Oft!, cf breakage the

acids should b
, flusher: - neutralized with sodium carbonate.
2.

Keep well bottled with tight fitting cover and in safe place.

3.

fLuy, sparingly an all points.

4.

Be especially careful nct to get flux on hands or body.

5.

In cutting muriatic acid with zinc use earthen contLinet or

glass jar.
D. Furnaces:
1.

Be sure all fittingr are ti rt.

4
Safety Education in Industrial School Shops (Harrisburg, Pena.,
Departmehm of Public Inrtruction, Bulletin ZZ2,
73-7).
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2.
3.
4.

In lighting - first light matcs.h, ten ttn-n on gas.
absolutely certaia that

as is turned off vi,ea finished.

Keep hands clear of furnace.

•Avoi 3 overcrowding near ftornuoas.
E. Soldering Copper:
1.

Kee:, in certain, definite p.lace when not in use.

2.

Keep hands awe y

3.

Keep ha.nds well cleaned.

4. !latch out for falling (hat) solder.
5.

Never test with hands.

6.

Do not carry around in shop.

F. Electric Soldering Copper:

a niched.

1.

Snap switch carefUlly when not in use and when

2.

Keep close check on cord end watch for torn insulation end breaks.
Always disconnect for repairs, etc.

G.

Tinplate, Gal. Iron, 21. Iron, Wire, Zinc, Copper:
1.

Carefulneeo in ha-ad-ling cannot be over-emphseited.

2.

Although injuries Ere usually

result seriously.

1110.9.11

cute they sa.,y nevertheless

Over ninety per cent of the sheet metal aeciderts ere

the result of the careless handlingof these sunilieE•
3.

Edges end corners are very sharp and oars whole attention should

be toward the careful handling of these materials.
4.

Watch out far your fellow workman cis°, lest you should ir.jure

him unintentionally in goinc, about your own job.
5.
raged

In cuttin: tin be very oareful to eliminEte all sliver edges or

E0

CP: c_...
SErJ?

The rules fo

th

Eeneral shop are the same as the rules used for the

other individual shops with the exoeption of a few rules which

be

added for use in the electrical shop and other coLtrees not included
in
thee" rules.

Electrical Shop Rules
1.

Fellow the

lectric Code as strictly as possible, ressembering

that serous s.ociderts me- result otherwise.
2.

Always treat wires as live wires, tustil instructors have made

sure they are dead.
3.

Avoi1 trying to mks any circuit hook up unfamiliar to yo.: or

with current on.
4.

Use right size pliers or r.ippers for cutting wires.

5.

Avoid using skete.1 ruled around

6.

Avoid operating electrical applie.nees while holding tools that

6itctriob.1

work.

will coni,2ct electricity.
7.

Wear rubber gloves it, en working around battery sold.

6.

Avoid handling portable electric tools while standing on carp

floor.
S.
10.

Avoid drak,
--ging lamp cords ever metal pipe or on eharp edge.
A. student roost NOT, uncler any condition, cause anotper student

to he shock,d.
11.

Always test live voltar-e before inserting any electrical device.

12. ',sever substitute sr..;,
,
toling else forb fuse.
13. }eve- short ci-c...)it the terminais of a starare battery.

14.

Be carefll that battery acid does nc.t get in eyes cr on clothing.

15.

Shut off all electrical appliances whea you are through lazing

them.

Scmr3 rieneral Rules of Instruction
1.

Keep plastics ewe}
, from flames.

2.

Care should be exercised in hanZlinz etChing acid.

3.

All inflamables should be so marked.

4.

Never use gasoline or other cleaning fluids near flame.

5.

Care should be exercised in handling plantios or modeling

materials.
6.

Care should be exercised in handling leather tools, especially

those with sharp points cr edges.

•
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CRAPTER XI
61,,FETY FOR THE FR:NTSEUP

To the ORSUfti observer the printshon may see= to be a very safe place
within rhich to work.
an

Mi6

idea has resulted in many people being Injured

placlng them in hagardoe heaAth cohr:itions.

Therefore, it is highl,y

important thet the teacher instruct the students conoerming certain unsafe
practices which will be detrimental to their present physical being as
well as their future health.
There are many health hazards in the printshop which the students
will encounter that cannot be entirely elix-tmee,
, however, there is much
the teacher and student can do to alleviate these existing conditions.
Much has been dane in indusLrial printshopa as shown in the International Typographicai Unicn report cf 1933.1

The following cancer:11Ln, the

Increase in life span uf those connected with the printing trade!, were as
follows:

in 1892 the average age at death was 41; in 1908, 45.08; in 1915,

50.84; in 1924, 54.4; in

58.62; and in 1933, 60.77.

showed an increase in the life span

ar

This report

19.77 years, *doh cannot all be

contributed to betterment cf working conditions, however, a great per cent
of the increase can be traced to a change in safety practices ane environment.

The oha.ge in environmental conditions has cone much to recuce lead

poisoning,

rbon monoxide po!sonine, beneine poisoning, and tuberculosis.

The number of Cayr lost per 1,0f.)3 hours werkee proven to be only
.29 Cayr wnich was very low compared to 28 otner Lndustries rarveyee.

B. handclph Karch., "i_co:oente me The Printer", badurtrial
Vocational Ed.:cation, Vol. =IV, November, 195E, p. 3.c6.

E3

Information requeeted in a goveruaental survey of major accidents in
the printing tries ar(r

E

pericc: cf five yeers gave a tote! of 1Z9

accidents whicr. were sericus, or me for each 5E5 employeer.`
Over hif of the accidents in the afore mentioned eurvey resulted in
the loss of fingers, hands, or
press roam.

and occurred for the most pert in the

The student in te print shop should; therefore, bc instructed

in the oammon dangers of presses, a
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to the folly cf ignoring pre-

cautions tat insure him against accidents that are easy to prevent.
If the teacher will set up a group of safety rules and see that the
student always cbeys, there should be very few accidents in the high school
printshcp.
The following are

k

list of suggested rules that may be used in teach-

ing safety in the printshcp:
Cieneral Rules
1.

Machines must not be operated While instructor is out of the roam.

2.

No adjustments are to be made While machine is running.

Z. i.pron ehould be securely fustener.! an

e7treme care taken so that

it does not came in contact with moving parts of machinec.
4.

Power ahould alweys be shut off after the machine it LEtj.

6.

Instructor's C.F.. is absolutely necessary before any student

operates a medhine.
6.

Never make a repair or attempt to clear a motor unless ordered by

the instructor.
—

7.

Never operate c machine until you have bean assigned to do so by

the inetructor.

United States Lebo:. Reviel,„ Desena,er, 15;32, p.
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S.

Talking to a 4tudent while he is operating a machine is forbidden.

S.

Keep type an,i material cut of mouth.

10.

Care must be taken to see that paper is placed right side up on

wachtme.
11.

Machins slxuld not be oiled while in operatic-I:.

12.

No moisture klould cane in contact with mrlten metal.

13.

Refrain frhm wrestling or rurtrtrg in printshop.

141.

Keep floors free of paper and oil ar grease.

Safety Instructions far Platen Presses
1.

Never at any time attempt to tale a sheet fret. ti e platen when

it goee below the gktidee.
2.

Avoid oiling or waatieg nacdeine *hen in motion.

3.

If a r,-,Iset falls undTr the preas, do not take it out until machine

is stopped.
4.

Avoid attempting to rum machine by hand from the rear cf the press.

E.

Avoid putting rubber on griFpera While press is in

6.

Never take a sheet -e.et has fallen between the feed board and

etion.

ploten om impresion screws..
7.

The machine should never be run so fast that the student will

have to rust..
ijdd shape sheets should not be fed to preee.

Safety Instructions for Clinder Press
1.

If press be run by hand, el:errs turn it over hy the fl:vheeie

2.

Press sLould not be oiled while it it it ectleeL.

,,•

Care shoul

be exercisee confterhing aneethiig falling itte press

as injury to tho marLine es wen at the worker is likelx tc mice?*

Safety Instructions fcr Paper Cutters
1.

Keep hand away from knife.

2.

Vi-- em cutting paper place both hands on lever.

7
•

4.

should never be taken out of cutter by student.
Never attenrt to place one hand against the paper and pull lever

with other.
5.

The operator shoule be careful that no one is hit by handle when

operating cutter.
6.

Work alone when cutting.

Scraps Should not be caught as they come

from knife.
7.

iihen cutter handle is not in use it should be swung back against

stop.

Safety Instructions for Stitching Machine
I.

Fingers should not be placed under shoe.

2.

hands should not be placed cr en:. novatle part of the machine

while it is in operation.
3.

Consult the Instructor concerning the thickness and type of

materisl to be e.,me.
4.

Watch thread that it does not tangle causing needle to snap.

'
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Health Hazards'
Lead Poisoning:
1.

Keep type from mouth.

2.

Avoid dry sweeping.

2.

Wash hands before eatin6.

4.

The nails should be cleaned after handlirg poisonous materials.

Cleaning Liquids:
1.

Provide proper ventilation.

2.

Avoid splashing liquid on hands or clothing.

3.

Use rubber gloves if susoeptible.

4.

Provide adequate washint facilities.

5.

Ufie safety cans for benzine.

C.

Cans containink; inflamables should be painted red.

Clothing:
1.

Long ties should be prohibited.

2.

Avoid long loose mmocla.

3.

Keep sleeves relt-'.
Apron strings should be tied in the back.

Few cf these hassrds apply to school print shore as students arc in
print shop only a few hours per week. The'; are callee to attention
here for the student who may enter this field ILF a vocation.

Ci.J-17TY_R Y.II
SUP

Through a study

of iie.bility

A.N.M C3CLIISI21,7S

for accidents, it Nre.s found that those

concerned with 40-'n.l.e4e"rig educaticr. e.re being sued mere
frequently end
that the final reaponaibility rests cr. the teacher.

Therefm-e, it wee con-

cluded that there should be ineuranoe protection
for the individual teacher
and the board

of

education.

greetiy reduced by proper

It was also found thet liebility could be
e of permits, safety-first oards, proficiency

cards, and safety certificates.
If accident reperting is to he.ve the highest degree of succes
s,
schccls within

s•

given system should adopt a standard form for reperting

any accident occuring while the child is wider the superv
ision end e.dministretica of the school officials.
Meg% serve

Es

This form should, if properly made and

a preventive, a defensive, a prctective, and oonatru...tive

oevioe.
F_y

t.tdyi

the reports of aeverel authorities, on first aid in the

shcp, it: wee found that there was a umiversel cpinic
n that the chop
teethe: aeould have a thorough knowledt,ro of first-aid princi
ples Er.d
practices.

It was further &greed that there sho...2d be an adequately

equipped rirst-a4 d catinet in every shcp.
at Colore.do State College

In a sLeevey sleds by Schaaf!.

igricture, ie was found that only 75 per

cent of the in.structers reported an edequetely ecuirped first
-aid kit in
the shcp.
It was agreed by most authce- lties that the teacher it the
cne
prizar -; ly retkonsiLle for the safety erogren„ yet there
were certein
reeponcibilities that the admieistretcr and supervircr
must asaune if
the preg-ran is tc be serried out in the. best pose:111e Earner
.
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As a result of severe' surveys thet heve been mede concerning the
eefety procedures used by schocl en

:..nductry, it wes faume ti-,et no toucher

depended entirely cn any en.) methc.d but that tnere were several methods
used.

The three that ranked h4hest were:

use cf sefety telks, ciscussion

imnedittely follow:Ili; an accident, end individual demomstretione.

Wction

pictures were highly recommended, but inability cf many schoels to
motion picture projectors limited this method.
There were some differences in repert
hi&.est frequency cf accidents.

et. tc tie machines havin6 the

However, tYere wes a genercl agreement

that the jointer, ciroular saw, and lathe, grinder, end band sew were the
tcp renlang mechiees in frequency of accidents with the jointer renking
first onsost reports.
It was found by a study of several surveys of the various shop labcreteries that the bench room had mary mere accidents than any of the c41:ler
shop laboratories.

This seemed to be largely due to the laxity of the

safety program and the inernerience of pupils working here as well

as

the

lerce number cf workers.
Survey s Snowed that over half of the accidents heppening in the print
shop cceld be attributed to the presses.
in the loes of a finger, hand or arm.

Most of these accidents recited

It seems evident that, with a smell

effort en the pert of the teacher, the accidents in the print shcp could
be greatly reduoed.

.vs

4
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Recommendations
Ls 601 cutgrowth cf this study the writer sishes tc s'-brit tle
folloring recommendationzr
1.

That there should be adequate insurance to properly prottr_tt the

individual teacher a:2 beard cf educeti3n.
2.

That there be a well organized accicent reportLng systen in each

school.
3.

Each child should be required to have a permit before operating

any machine in the shop.
4.

Each school shop should be required by law to have a fully

equipped first-aid kit In each shop laboratcr.
5.

Each person responsible for the shop progran should be guided in

their responsibilities by a group of well-defined principles.
6.

Each shop laboratory should make use cf all help available -n

maintaining a safe place for the studerts to ecrk.
7.

Every shop teacher should give frequent tests on safety rules

of the shop.
8.

A3equs.te instruction should be provided each pupil before he is

granted permission to operate a machine.
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APPENDIX A
SCHOOL SHOP ACCIDENT FAM1
Accident Freouency

Conditions of Felative Frequency and Other Factore

By tine of day

Py da-! of west-

Z/S occurring in morning, 2/5 in afternoon.
Highest frequenez during hour after 10 A.M.
1

.

Highest frequency on 'ednesday.

By month of year

Highest frequency during early and late months of
year. also high just prior to, and following
vacation period.

Ry age of student

Marker! increase in frequency at age of 14, reachini
peal-r_ at 15.

By type of school

Only a slight increase in frequency in vocational
trade school shone over incustrial arts shops.

By area of ao.ivity

hazardous work areas, as determined by frequency
of accidents, as follows: woods, metals, transportation, cc'^,cation, and graphic arts.
(most hazardous, first.)

By hand tool

Higher frequency of accidents in ure of wood :hlse.
than all other tools, combined. Other tools classified as especially dangerous: ear, knf-fe, plane
her, file, and 'soldering iron.

By machine tocl

Hazardous =shines, as determined by frequency of
accidents, as follows: Jointer, circular saw, wood
lathe, Grinder, band saw, drill press, engine 1ath4
(only most dauercus listeel.

Madhine tool vers,:s
tool

hand tool accidents twlce as numerous as machine
t.;c1 accidents. Machine tool accidents more serials' •

By size of olt:ss

Acc•idents tend to increase with shop enrollment,
up to 25, then the number of accidents decreases
ce

v:.. ...4'

salcew

abetlft4;...sn . 4, 4

By experience of
student

First few weeks of experienoe most dangerous
poe-iod.

By intelligence

Relaticnship between intelligence and ace:cents is
in an inverse ratio. Strong tendency of lower inteilirence groups to be accident repenters.

1
Safet.; Educatien in The School Sher,
Inc. 1.44.

Chicago:

National Safety Council,

•

•
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APPF2iDa B
A LIST OF PLkYS FOE SHOP-SAFETY

ritooAlL 1

"Court of Accident Investigation" by G.H. McClain, National Safety
Council, Chicago,
"Court of Inquiry", National Safety Council, Chicago, Illinois.
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Chicago, Illinois.
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"Goggles! E-1, Yes", G. A. Kuechenmeister, National Safety Council,
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Vol. XXXXII, November 1935, pp. 24Z-247.
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Illinois.
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Franklin, Ohio,
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1
Dramatisations in Safety Eeucation, National Lducetion AEsoci: - lon,
Chicazo, Illirris, (1942).
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AFFir,D= C
RADIO PLAYS AND SCRIFTS1

"Cheatinc the Reaper", Radio ScrLrt Exchange, American Red Cross,
Washington, D. C.
"Death on the Highway", Radio Script Exchange, Anlerican Red Cross,
Washington, D. C.
"Save a Life", National Safety Council, Chicezo, Illinois.
"Built en a Bluff", by W. D. Conroy, National Safety Council,
Chicago, Illinois.
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APPENDIX D
COURSES OF STUDY IN SEOP.SLFEal

Bloomington, Illinois, Safety Ech.:caticnal Oblectives, n.d., 13 pp.
(mimeo.).
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Safety Standards and Recommendations for
School Shoos, 1934, 115 pp. (mimeo.).
Los Ange/es, California, Eandbook of Safety Instruction for
InCl.zstrial and Vocational Arta Teachers, School Publication No. 290,
1937, 49 pp.
kicnigan, Safety Education in the School_
Lansing, 193
.1,757177 —

au, Bulletin

No. 226,
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1934, 27E7
lifiw

York Works Progress Administration, kanual of ToachinE Objectives,
New York, N. Y., The Safety Lduostion Project, n.d., (typed).

1
Problems and Topics in Safety Instruction, National Edumticn
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